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INTERSECTION OF PROJECTIONS AND SLICING THEOREMS
FOR THE ISOTROPIC GRASSMANNIAN AND THE
HEISENBERG GROUP
FERNANDO ROMA´N GARCI´A
Abstract. This paper studies the Hausdorff dimension of the intersection of
isotropic projections of Suslin subsets of R2n, as well as dimension of intersections
of sets with isotropic planes. We prove that if A and B are Suslin subsets of R2n
of dimension greater than m, then for a positive measure set of isotropic m-planes,
the intersection of the images of A and B under orthogonal projections onto these
planes have positive Hausdorff m-measure. Furthermore if A is a measurable set of
Hausdorff dimension greater than m, then there is a set B Ă R2n with dimB ď m
such that for all x P R2nzB there is a positive measure set of isotropic m-planes for
which the translate by x of the orthogonal complement of each such plane, inter-
sects A on a set of dimension dimA´m. These results are then applied to obtain
analogous results on the nth Heisenberg group.
1. Introduction
For m ď n, denote by Gpn,mq the Grassmannian of m planes. Gpn,mq is en-
dowed with a unique Opnq-invariant probability measure γn,m. These spaces play an
important role in the integral geometry of Euclidean space. A lot of work has been
done concerning the effect of the projection map, PV : R
n Ñ V , on the dimension
and measure of sets. One of the most influential results dates back to J. Marstrand
[9] who proved that for a Borel set A Ă R2, dimPVA “ mintdimA, 1u for γ2,1-a.e.
V P Gp2, 1q. This was later generalized to higher dimensions by P. Mattila in [10]
and later work. The most general result, including the Besicovitch-Federer charac-
terization of unrectifiability ([3], [6]), can be stated in the following encompassing
theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let A Ă Rn be a Borel set of dimension s.
(1) If s ď m, dimPVA “ s for γn,m-a.e. V Ă Gpn,mq.
(2) If s ą m, HmpPVAq ą 0 for γn,m-a.e. V Ă Gpn,mq.
(3) If s ą 2m, IntpPVAq ‰ ∅ for γn,m-a.e. V Ă Gpn,mq.
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Moreover, in the case where s “ m, HmpPVAq “ 0 for γn,m-a.e. V Ă Gpn,mq if, and
only if, A is purely m-unrectifiable.
Several other related problems have been studied with great success. For instance
problems concerning intersection of projections of sets were studied by Mattila and
Orponen in [14], where they proved the following,
Theorem 1.2. Let A,B Ă Rn be Borel sets,
(1) If dimA ą m and dimB ą m, then
γn,mpV P Gpn,mq : H
mpPVAX PVBq ą 0q ą 0.
(2) If dimA ą 2m and dimB ą 2m, then
γn,mpV P Gpn,mq : IntpPVAX PVBq ‰ ∅q ą 0.
(3) If dimA ą m, dimB ď m, and dimA` dimB ą 2m, then for all ǫ ą 0,
γn,mpV P Gpn,mq : dimrPVA X PVBs ą dimB ´ ǫq ą 0.
Another result that will be relevant to us is the almost sure dimension estimates of
planar slices of sets in Rn. This was, once again, considered in the plane by Marstrand
in [9] and generalized to higher dimensions by Mattila in [10]. Recently there have
been further improvements to these results by providing exceptional set dimension
bounds, for instance in [14] Mattila and Orponen showed the following,
Theorem 1.3. Let m ă s ď n and 0 ă HspAq ă 8. Then there is a set B with
dimB ď m and such that for every x P RnzB,
γn,mpV P Gpn,mq : dimrAX pV
K ` xqs “ s´mq ą 0.
In this paper we will pursue an in-depth study of integral geometric properties of
the isotropic Grassmannian, with the goal of obtaining a series of results analogous
to what is known for the standard Grassmannian in Rn.
We denote by ω the standard symplectic form in R2n and for 0 ă m ď n consider
the collection Ghp2n,mq “ tV P Gp2n,mq : ωtV ” 0u. This collection is known
as the isotropic Grassmannain of m dimensional subsets. The spaces Ghp2n,mq are
very well known and have been heavily studied for quite some time. In particular the
space Ghp2n, nq is known as the Lagrangian Grasmannian and is central in the study
of symplectic geometry and Hamiltonian mechanics. We refer the reader to section 2
in [2] for a concise and clear summary of the main properties of the isotropic Grass-
mannian. Here we state, without proof or deep discussion, some of the properties
that will be relevant to us.
The space Ghp2n,mq is a smooth submanifold of Gp2n,mq with positive codi-
mension. Indeed, dimpGhp2n,mqq “ 2nm ´
mp3m´1q
2
“: ηnm. This tells us that
γn,mpGhp2n,mqq “ 0. Hence, a result analogous to Theorem 1.1 cannot be obtained
by simply applying the theorem to planes in Ghp2n,mq. We will need a natural mea-
sure on Ghp2n,mq. This can be obtained by noting that the unitary group, Upnq,
acts smoothly and transitively on Ghp2n,mq. Therefore Ghp2n,mq inherits a unique
Upnq-invariant probability measure that we denote by µ2n,m. Once again, it is impor-
tant to note that µ2n,m is singular with respect to γ2n,m. Nevertheless, it is possible to
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obtain isotropic analogues of many of the aforementioned results about Gpn,mq. For
instance, R. Hovila showed in [7] that for every 1 ď m ď n, the family of isotropic
projections, tPV uV PGhp2n,mq, is transversal in the sense of Peres and Schlag [16]. This
gives, as a corollary, the following
Theorem 1.4. Let A Ă R2n be a Borel set of dimension s with 0 ă HspAq ă 8.
Then,
(1) If s ď m, dimPVA “ s for µ2n,m-a.e. V P Ghp2n,mq.
(2) If s ą m, HmpPVAq ą 0 for µ2n,m-a.e. V P Ghp2n,mq.
(3) If s ą 2m then, IntpPV pAq ‰ ∅, for µ2n,m ´ a.e.V P Ghp2n,mq.
In the case when s “ m, HmpPVAq “ 0 for µ2n,m-a.e. V Ă Ghp2n,mq if, and only
if, A is purely m-unrectifiable.
Parts (1) and (2) were originally proven in [2]. The later proof using transversality
also provides dimension estimates for the subset of isotropic planes where the theo-
rem fails. We will later state this exceptional set dimension estimates and provide,
in the appendix, a direct proof using Fourier analysis.
In this work, our results will be analogous statements to Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
The following results are obtained.
Theorem 1.5. Let A,B Ă R2n be Borel sets, and for V P Ghp2n,mq let PV be the
orthogonal projection onto V .
(1) If dimA ą m and dimB ą m, then
µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : H
mpPVAX PVBq ą 0q ą 0.
(2) If dimA ą 2m and dimB ą 2m, then
µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : IntpPVAX PVBq ‰ ∅q ą 0.
(3) If dimA ą m, dimB ď m, and dimA` dimB ą 2m, then for all ǫ ą 0,
µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : dimrPVAX PVBs ą dimB ´ ǫq ą 0.
And,
Theorem 1.6. Let A Ă R2n be such that for some m ă s ď n, 0 ă HspAq ă 8.
Then there exists a Borel set B Ă R2n with dimB ď m, such that for all x P R2nzB,
µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : dimrAX pV
K ` xqs “ s´mq ą 0.
Using these Euclidean results, it is also possible to obtain similar results in the
context of the Heisenberg group Hn. As noted by P. Mattila, R. Serapioni and F.
Serra-Cassano in [15] and later used by Z. Balogh, K. Fa¨ssler, P. Mattila, and J.T.
Tyson in [2], the manifolds Ghp2n,mq play a crucial role in the horizontal geometry
of the Heisenberg group. It is therefore not surprising that the results obtained for
Ghp2n,mq in this paper have direct analogues in the Heisenberg group. For instance
we show,
Theorem 1.7. Let A,B P Hn be Borel sets, and let V denote the horizontal subgroup
corresponding to the isotropic plane V P Ghp2n,mq.
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(1) If dimA, dimB ą m` 2 then,
µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : H
mpPVA X PVBq ą 0q ą 0.
(2) If dimA, dimB ą 2m` 2 then,
µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : IntpPVAX PVBq ‰ ∅q ą 0.
(3) If dimA ą m` 2, dimB ď 2m` 2 but dimA` dimB ą 2m` 4, then
µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : dimrPVAX PVBs ą dimB ´ 2´ ǫq ą 0.
In [2], the authors were able to obtain a slicing theorem for Hn along the lines of
Theorem 1.3. In their paper, they consider slices by right cosets of vertical planes
and obtained,
Theorem 1.8. Let A Ă Hn be a Borel set with dimA “ s ą m ` 2 and such that
0 ă HspAq ă 8. Then
Hmpu P V : dimrAX pVK ˚ uqs “ s´mq ą 0, for µ2n,m ´ a.e.V P Ghp2n,mq.
Using the results for Ghp2n,mq obtained in this paper, we are able to prove a very
similar result to this last theorem and further obtain a dimension bound for the set
of exceptions to our slicing result.
Theorem 1.9. Let s P R be such that m ` 2 ă s ď 2n, and A Ă Hn be a Borel set
with 0 ă HspAq ă 8. Then there is a set B Ă Hn with dimB ď m` 2 such that for
all u P HnzB,
(1.1) µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : dimrAX pV
K ˚ uqs “ s´mq ą 0.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Hausdorff measure and dimension. Given a metric space pX, dq and a subset
A Ă X we will denote by HspAq the Hausdorff s-measure of A. That is,
HspAq “ lim inf
δÑ0
t
ÿ
diampEjq
s : A Ă
ď
j
Ej , diampEjq ď δu.
The Hausdorff dimension of A is defined as dimA “ infts ą 0 : HspAq “ 0u “
supts ą 0 : HspAq “ 8u. Aside from the definition, there are other computational
tools to estimate Hausdorff dimension of sets. One of the most useful ones is Frost-
man’s lemma, proven by Otto Frostman as part of his dissertation.
Definition 2.1. A positive Borel measure µ on A Ă X is said to be a Frostman
s-measure if µpBpa, rqq ď rs, for all a P A and r ą 0.
Theorem 2.1 (Frostman lemma). Let pX, dq be a complete, separable metric space
and A a Suslin subset of X. Then the following are equivalent,
(1) HspAq ą 0.
(2) There is a Frostman s-measure µ supported on A such that µpAq ą 0.
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A constructive proof of Frostman’s lemma for compact sets can be found in [11].
Frostman’s lemma can also be used to obtain another powerful tool which allows us to
compute the Hausdorff dimension of a set in terms of energies of measures supported
on that set. This is sometimes referred to as the “energy version” of Frostman’s
lemma.
Corollary 2.2. If A is a Suslin subset of pX, dq and we denote by MpAq the set of
all compactly supported Radon measures on A, then
dimA “ supts ě 0 : Dµ PMpAq, s.t. Ispµq ă 8u.
Here
Ispµq “
ż ż
dpx, yq´sdµpyqdµpxq
denotes the s-energy of the measure µ
This approach was first introduced by R. Kaufman in [8]. A simple proof of this
corollary can also be found in [12].
2.2. Fourier transform of measures. In the same way as for L1 functions, we can
define the Fourier transform of a finite measure as pµpξq “ ş
Rn
e´2piix¨ξdµ. Note that
with this definition, pµ is a bounded Lipschitz function. We can define convolution
with measures as pf ˚ µqpxq “
ş
fpx´ yqdµpyq. It is not hard to check the following
properties,
(1) zf ˚ µ “ pfpµ, @ f P L1pRnq
(2)
ş
fdµ “
ş pfpµ, @ f P SpRnq
(3) If pµ P L2pRnq, then µ “ fdx for some f P L2pRnq
(4) If pµ P L1pRnq, then µ “ gdx for some g P CpRnq
The main connection between Fourier analysis and Hausdorff dimension comes from
using the Fourier transform to estimate energy integrals. If we denote by Rs the
kernel of the Riesz potential, Rspxq “ |x|
´s, we can rewrite the energy of a measure µ
as Ispµq “
ş
Rs ˚ µdµ. Using the distributional Fourier transform and its properties,
we can compute pRs “ κpn, sqRn´s, where κ is an universal constant depending on
s and n. Using this results together, smooth approximations to the measure µ and
the properties of the Fourier transform discussed above, one can justify the following
formula,
Ispµq “
ż
Rs ˚ µdµ “ κpn, sq
ż
Rn´s|pµ|2 “ κpn, sq ż |pµpxq|2|x|s´ndx.
This motivates the definition of Sobolev dimension of a measure.
Definition 2.2. For A Ă Rn and µ PMpAq, the Sobolev energy of µ is defined as,
Ispµq “
ż
|pµpxq|2p1` |x|qn´s.
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It is not hard to see that for s ą 0, Ispµq, and Ispµq are comparable. Hence, the
Sobolev energy can also be used as a tool to compute dimension. Using Sobolev
energy we define the Sobolev dimension of a measure as,
dimSpµq “ supts ą 0 : Ispµq ă 8u.
As mentioned above, for 0 ă s ă n the energy and Sobolev energy of µ are com-
parable. However, the Sobolev energy continues to be well defined for s ě n. In a
sense, the larger the Sobolev dimension of µ the more regular the measure µ is. In
particular we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Let µ PMpAq satisfy dimSpµq “ s.
(1) If 0 ď s ď n, then suptt ě 0 : Itpµq ă 8u “ s.
(2) If s ą n, then Df P L2pRnq such that µ “ fdx.
(3) If s ą 2n, then Dg P CpRnq such that µ “ gdx.
A proof of this lemma can be found in [12]. Finally, we introduce mutual energy
of two measures. For compactly supported measures µ and ν we define the mutual
s energy, with 0 ď s ď n, as Ispµ, νq “
ş ş
|x ´ y|´sdνpyqdµpxq. Using smooth
approximations to µ and ν we can get:
(2.2) Ispµ, νq “ κpn, sq
ż pµpxqspνpxq|x|s´ndx.
Note that if Iαpµq ă 8 and Iβpνq ă 8 with α` β “ 2s then, by Holder’s inequality,ż pµpxqspνpxq|x|s´ndx ď ˆż |pµpxq|2|x|α´n˙1{2ˆż |pνpxq|2|x|β´n˙1{2 .
That is to say, Ispµ, νq À Iαpµq
1{2Iβpνq
1{2. It follows that (2.2) is valid for s ď α`β
2
.
Also note that since µ and ν are positive (non-zero) measures the mutual energy is
positive.
3. Orthogonal projections onto isotropic planes
We begin this section by establishing already known results about dimension dis-
tortion by isotropic projections. The most natural statement is that analogous to
Theorem 1.1 and we state it in its strongest form as follows.
Theorem 3.1. If A Ă R2n has dimA “ α, then
(1) If α ď m and t P p0, αs, dimtV P Ghp2n,mq : dimpPVAq ă tu ď η
n
m ` t ´ α
(2) If α ą m, dimtV P Ghp2n,mq : H
mpPVAq “ 0u ď η
n
m `m´ α
(3) If α ą 2m, dimtV P Ghp2n,mq : IntpPVAq ‰ ∅u ď η
n
m` 2m´α. In the case
where, α “ m, HmpPVAq “ 0 for µ2n,m-a.e. V P Ghp2n,mq if, and only if, A
is purely m-unrectifiable.
Note that this exceptional set estimate implies the almost everywhere statements
of Theorem 1.4 . Parts (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.1 were proven by R. Hovila in the
aforementioned paper. Part (3) can be equally obtained from the work of Peres and
Schlag together with (3) on Lemma 2.3. In view of the relation between Hausdorff
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dimension and Sobolev dimension of measures, the three statements in the previous
theorem can be summarized in the following general statement about measures
Theorem 3.2. If ν PMpR2nq, dimSpνq “ s, and νV “ PV#ν then, @ t ą 0,
dimpV P Ghp2n,mq : dimS νV ă tq ď maxt0, η
n
m ` t´ su.
A direct proof of this theorem, and therefore of Theorem 3.1 without the use of
transversality, can be found in the appendix.
With this general result about projections onto isotropic planes in hand, we now
turn our attention to intersections of such projections. We would like to establish a
result analogous to Theorem 1.2 and later use this to obtain exceptional set estimates
for planar slices of sets by isotropic planes. In order to establish such a result we will
need an isotropic version of the Grassmannian disintegration fromula in R2n. This is
precisely the content of the following
Lemma 3.3 (Isotropic disintegration formula). There exists a positive constant c “
cpn,mq such that, for all f P L1pR2nq,ż
R2n
fpxqdx “ c
ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
|u|2n´mfpuqdHmpuqdµ2n,mpV q.
We will now proceed with the statement of the intersection theorem and will later
see several of its applications.. The proof of Lemma 3.3 will be done in the appendix.
We will start with the proof of the first part of Theorem 1.5.
Theorem 3.4. If A,B Ă R2n are Borel sets with dimA ą m and dimB ą m, then
µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : H
mpPVAX PVBq ą 0q ą 0
Proof. Pick µ PMpAq and ν PMpBq both with finitem energy. By Theorem 3.2 and
Lemma 2.3 , we know that for µ2n,m-a.e. V, the measures µV “ PV#µ and νV “ PV#ν
are L2pV q functions, we abuse notation and denote these functions by µV , and νV
as well. By Ho¨lder’s inequality, this tells us that the product µV νV is in L
1pV q for
µ2n,m-a.e. V . Now we note that if
ş
V
µV νV dH
m ą 0, then HmpsptpµV qXsptpνV qq ą 0
because if a P V is such that µV paqνV paq ą 0 then a P sptpµV q X sptpνV q. Thus, we
just need to show that
ş
V
µV νV dH
m ą 0 for V ranging over a µ2n,m-positive subset
of Ghp2n,mq.
To this end, we note that for a P V , pµV paq “ pµpaq, and similarly for ν. Applying
Plancherel’s theorem on V , and Lemma 3.3 we get,
c
ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
µV paqνV paqdH
mpaqdµ2n,mpV q
“ c
ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
pµV paqpνV paqdHmpaqdµ2n,mpV q
“ c
ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
pµpaqpνpaqdHmpaqdµ2n,mpV q
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“
ż
R2n
|x|m´2npµpxqpνpxqdx
“ Impµ, νq ą 0.

To prove part (2), we will first prove a statement at the level of measures; this will
directly imply the result we want to obtain.
Theorem 3.5. Assume s` t ě 2m, µ, ν compactly supported Radon measures in R2n
with finite s and t energy respectively. Then,
(1) µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : PV psptµq X PV psptνq ‰ ∅q ą 0.
(2) If also, s ą 2m, and t ą 2m then, µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : IntpPV psptµq X
PV psptνqq ‰ ∅q ą 0.
Proof. (1) WLOG assume s ě t so that s ě m. This tells us that µV P L
2pV q
for µ2n,m´ a.e.V P Ghp2n,mq. Since νV has compact support in V , it follows
that for µ2n,m-a.e. V ,ż
V
pµV paqpνV paqdHmpaq “ ż
V
µV paqdνV paq ă 8.
That is to say, pµV pνV is in L1, therefore its inverse transform is a continuous
function. Moreover, using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.4,
we know thatż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
pµV paqpνV paqdHmpaqdµ2n,m ą 0.
Note that, ppµV pνV qq“ µ˜V ˚ νV , where µ˜V paq “ µV p´aq, so by definition of the
inverse Fourier transform we have that
µ˜V ˚ νV p0q “
ż
V
pµV paqpνV paqdHmpaq ą 0,
for a µ2n,m-positive subset of Ghp2n,mq. Precisely, this tells us that sptpµV qX
sptpνV q ‰ ∅.
(2) Now assume that s, t ą 2m. Then we actually know that pµV and pνV are both
in  L1pV q for µ2n,m-a.e. V . This in turn implies that µV and νV are continuous
functions, and so is their product. Since we know that for a µ2n,m-positive setş
V
µV νV dH
m ą 0, it follows that for such µ2n,m-positive set, µV νV remains
positive in some open subset of V . Since sptpµV νV q Ă sptpµV q X sptpνV q, our
theorem follows.

As mentioned above, as a direct corollary of part (2) of Lemma 3.5, we obtain of
part (2) of Theorem 1.5.
Now we proceed with the proof of part (3) of Theorem 1.5. As we the previous two
parts, the proof follows the same method used in [14] to prove part (3) of Theorem
1.2.
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Proof. We begin as usual, by choosing s, t P R such that m ă s ă dimA, 0 ă
t ă dimB and s ` t ą 2m. By Frostman’s lemma, we can then pick µ P MpAq
and ν P MpBq with finite s and t energies respectively. Since s ą m, we know
PV#µ ! H
m with density in L2pV q. We denote the density by µV . The measure
µV dPV#ν has compact support on PV pAq X PV pBq so we want to show that for a
µ2n,m-positive measure set of planes, it remains positive.
Let µδ “ µ˚ψδ be the standard convolution approximation to µ, where ψ is smooth
and compactly supported in Bp0, 1q. Using Plancherel’s theorem and Lemma 3.3 we
have,
(3.3)
ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
PV#µδdPV#νpvqdµ2n,m
“ κpn,mq
ż
|x|m´2n pµδpxqpνpxqdx.
Now, as δ Ñ 0, pµδ “ pµxψδ Ñ pµpψp0q “ pµ. Hence the right hand side of (3.3) goes
to κ1pn,mqImpµ, νq. By the choice of µ, and ν and since s ` t ą 2m, we know
0 ă Impµ, νq ă 8. Hence, D c, C ą 0 such that @ δ ą 0,
(3.4) c ă
ż ż
PV#µδpvqdPV#νpvqdµ2n,m ă C.
It is not hard to check that we can write PV#µδpvq “ ψ
V
δ ˚ PV#µ, where ψ
V pvq “ş
V K
ψpv ` wqdH2n´mpwq for v P V .
Using Lemma 3.3 we getż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
|v|s´m|{PV#µ|2dHmpvqdµ2n,mpV q “ κpn,mq ż |x|s´2n|pµpxq|2dx
which tells us that for µ2n,m almost every V, PV#µ is in the fractional Sobolev space
H
s´m
2 pV q.
Now, m ´ 2 s´m
2
“ 2m ´ s ă t and ItpPV#νq ă 8 so Im´2αpPV#νq ă 8 where
α “ s´m
2
. Therefore, by Theorem 17.3 in [12], we conclude that the maximal
function MV PV#µpvq “ supvPV |ψ
V
δ ˚ PV#µpvq| is in the space L
1pPV#νq and that
ψVδ ˚ PV#µÑ PV#µ for PV#ν-a.e. v P V as δ Ñ 0. Using the maximal function as a
dominating function, the dominated convergence theorem gives us that ψVδ ˚PV#µÑ
PV#µtsptpPV #νq“: fV in L
1pPV#νq. With this, we consider the measure fV PV#ν. By
(3.4) we know that for µ2n,m-positively many V
1s, fV is positive and finite on a set
of positive PV#ν measure. Therefore fV PV#ν is a non-trivial measure supported on
sptpµq X sptpνq Ă PVA X PV pBq. That is, fV PV#ν P MpPV pAq X PV pBqq. For each
such V , pick a large enough constant CV so that the measure 1tfV ďCV ufV PV#ν is
still non-trivial, so that 1tfV ďCV ufV PV#ν has finite t-energy. Since t can be chosen
arbitrarily close to dimB the claim follows. 
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4. Intersections with isotropic planes
Another problem, which is related to projection theorems, and that has been stud-
ied in Euclidean space by many, for instance P. Mattila in [10], Mattila and Orponen
in [14] among others, and even in non-Euclidean setting by Balogh, Fa¨ssler, Mattila
and Tyson in [2], is that of planar slices of sets. We aim to study this problem in
Euclidean space but restricted to slices with isotropic planes. The general question
can be stated as follows, for A Ă R2n with dimA “ α what can we say about the
“size” or dimension of the “slice” A X pV K ` xq where V P Ghp2n,mq and x P R
2n?
Ideally one would hope to obtain a result along the lines of Theorem 1.3. It is im-
portant to remark that by V K it is meant the standard orthogonal complement of
V P Ghp2n,mq, in particular, V
K need not be isotropic. Nevertheless, projection
results allow us to obtain Theorem 1.6 which we recall here,
Theorem 4.1. Let A Ă R2n be such that for some m ă s ď n, 0 ă HspAq ă 8.
Then there exists a Borel set B Ă R2n with dimB ď m, such that for all x P R2nzB,
µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : dimrAX pV
K ` xqs “ s´mq ą 0.
As discussed before, for A Ă R2n with dimA “ α ą m we have that HmpPVAq ą 0
for µ2n,m-a.e. V P Ghp2n,mq. This implies that the set v P V such that AXP
´1
V pvq ‰
has positive m-measure for almost all V . Note that P´1V pvq “ V
K ` v, this hints at
the close relation between this question and the questions about projections. We
begin by recalling the Eilenberg inequality for Lipschitz maps.
Lemma 4.2. Let A Ă Rn, m ď s ď n, and f : A Ñ Rm be a Lipschitz map. then,
there is a constant c “ cpmq such thatż
Hs´mpAX f´1pyqqdLmpyq ď cLippfqmHspAq
A proof can be found in [11]. Since orthogonal projections are Lipschitz mappings,
we automatically get an universal upper bound for the dimension of planar intersec-
tions. Indeed, if HαpAq ă 0 the lemma gives us that for every m-plane V (isotropic
or otherwise), dimrA X pV K ` vqs ď α ´ m for Hm-a.e. v P V . Because of this,
we need only to prove the lower bound on Theorem 1.6. In order to prove this, we
will use “sliced” measures. Here we introduce sliced measures in the context of the
isotropic Grassmannian. Many of the results known for slices of measures by general
planes will carry over with little effort to the context of isotropic planes.
In his book [12], P. Mattila goes over the construction and properties of sliced
measures by planes. Here we follow his construction. Fix V P Ghp2n,mq. Note that
since V is isotropic, m ď n because the maximal dimension of an isotropic plane is
half the dimension of the space. Therefore dim V K “ 2n ´ m ě n, in particular,
unless m “ n, V K cannot be isotropic. Nevertheless, we endow Ghp2n,mq
K with a
“natural” measure, µK2n,m, via µ
K
2n,mpΩq “ µ2n,mpΩ
Kq, where ΩK “ tV K : V P Ωu. One
property that will be of great importance in our estimate is the following measure
bound,
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(4.5) µ2n,mptV : PV pxq ď δuq ď cδ
m|x|´m
A proof of this fact can be found in [2].
Given a measure µ P MpR2nq and function ϕ P C`c pR
2nq we can define a new
measure by µϕpAq “
ş
A
ϕdµ. We can see that PV#µϕ is a measure in MpV q so by
the differentiation theorem, the derivative
µV K`vpϕq :“ lim
δÑ0
p2δq´mPV#µϕpBpv, δqq “ lim
δÑ0
p2δq´m
ż
N pV K`v,δq
ϕdµ,
exist and is finite for Hm-a.e. v P V . Here N pV K ` v, δq is the δ neighborhood
around the plane V K ` v. One can check, after some work, that µV K`v defines a
positive linear functional on C`c pR
2nq. Therefore, by Riesz representation theorem we
can associate a positive Radon measure to µV K`v that we denote in the same way.
As mentioned before, we refer the reader to section 10.1 of [12] for the details. This
measure is now supported on pV K ` vq X sptµ.
It is a known result that given two Radon measures, λ and γ, the Radon-Nikodym
derivative dλ
dγ
satisfies ż
A
dλ
dγ
pxqdγpxq ď λpAq,
for all Borel sets A, and with equality whenever λ ! γ. We therefore obtain that for
any Borel set B Ă V the measure µV K`v satisfies,
(4.6)
ż
B
ż
ϕdµV K`vdH
mpvq ď
ż
P´1
V
pBq
ϕdµ,
with equality whenever PV#µ ! H
m. In particular, if PV#µ ! H
m then,
(4.7) µpR2nq “
ż
µV K`vpR
2nqdHmpvq.
In addition, if we take tϕnu so that ϕn Ñ 1B we can also see that , (4.6) gives
(4.8) µpP´1V Bq “
ż
B
µV K`vpR
2nqdHmpvq.
On the other hand,
(4.9) µpP´1V Bq “ PV#µpBq “
ż
B
PV#µpvqdH
mpvq.
Therefore, for Hm-a.e. v P V ,
(4.10) PV#µpvq “ µV K`vpR
2nq.
Now we state the following,
Theorem 4.3. There is a constant c “ cpn,mq s.t.ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
Is´mpµV K`vqdH
mpvqdµ2n,mpV q ď cIspµq.
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Proof.ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
Is´mpµV K`vqdH
mpvqdµ2n,mpV q
ď lim inf
δÑ0
p2δq´m
ż ż
V
ż
V K`v
ż
N pV K`v,δq
|x´ y|m´sdµpxqdµV K`vpyqdH
mpvqdµ2n,mpV q
“ lim inf
δÑ0
p2δq´m
ż ż
V
ż
N pV K`v,δq
ż
V K`v
|x´ y|m´sdµV K`vpyqdµpxqdH
mpvqdµ2n,mpV q
“ lim inf
δÑ0
p2δq´m
ż ż ż
tvPV :dpx,V K`vqďδu
ż
|x´ y|m´sdµV K`vpyqdH
mpvqdµpxqdµ2n,mpV q
The two inner integrals can be bounded applying (4.6) where B “ tv P V :
dpx, V K ` vq ď δu so that P´1V pBq “ ty : |PV px´ yq| ď δu. Hence we get,ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
Is´mpµV K`vqdH
mpvqdµ2n,mpV q
ď lim inf
δÑ0
p2δq´m
ż ż ż
ty:|PV px´yq|ďδu
|x´ y|m´sdµpyqdµpxqdµ2n,m
“ lim inf
δÑ0
p2δq´m
ż ż
|x´ y|m´sµ2n,mptV : |PV px´ yq| ď δuqdµpyqdµpxq
Now we can apply equation (4.5) to finally getż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
Is´mpµV K`vqdH
mpvqdµ2n,mpV q
ď c
ż ż
|x´ y|´sdµpyqdµpxq “ cIspµq.

Before we proceed with the proof of the main slicing result we prove the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let s P R be such that m ă s ď 2n, and A Ă R2n be a Hs-measurable
set with 0 ă HspAq ă 8. Then for µ2n,m-a.e. V P Ghp2n,mq
Hmpv P V : dimrAX pV K ` vqs “ s´mq ą 0.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, we know that for every v P R2n, dimrA X pVK ` vqs ď s ´m
for µ2n,m-a.e. V P Ghp2n,mq. Hence we only need to show the lower bound holds
for a set of positive Hm measure. Pick σ ă s arbitrarily close and µ P MpAq
such that Iσpµq ă 8. In particular Impµq ă 8, so that PV#µ ! H
m for µ2n,m-a.e
V P Ghp2n,mq. For such V , let
EV “ tv P V : µV K`vpR
2nq ą 0u.
By Theorem 4.3 we know that @ m ă t ă σ and µ2n,m-a.e. V P Ghp2n,mq,
It´mpµV K`vq ă 8 for H
m-a.e. v P EV . Since sptµV K`v Ă sptµ X pV
K ` vq, this
tells us that dimrA X pV K ` vqs ě t´m for Hm-a.e. v P EV .
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We just need to verify that HmpEV q ą 0. This follows from (4.7), since this tells
us that for µ2n,m-a.e. V ,ż
V
µV K`vpR
2nqdHmpvq “ µpR2nq ą 0.
In other words, µV K`vpR
2nq ą 0 for a Hm-positive set of v’s. This completes the
proof. 
We now proceed with the proof of our main slicing result.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. First note, as before, that by lemma 4.2 we only need to prove
that for a positive measure set of isotropic planes the dimension lower bound holds
for all x outside a suitable set B. By Borel regularity of Hs we may assume that A is
compact. Let B “ tx P R2n : µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : dimrAXpV
K`xqs ě s´mq “ 0u,
that is to say, for all x P B, dimrAXpV K`xqs ă s´m, for µ2n,m´a.e. V P Ghp2n,mq.
Since A is compact, the function px, V q ÞÑ dimrAXpV K`xqs is a Borel function (see
[13]), which shows the set B is indeed a Borel set.
Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that dimB ą m. For V P Ghp2n,mq, define the
following sets,
AV :“ tx P R
2n : dimrAX pV K ` xqs ě s´mu
BV :“ ty P R
2n : dimrAX pV K ` yqs ă s´mu.
By our assumption, for almost every V , B Ă BV and therefore dimBV ą m.
Similarly, by Lemma 4.4, for almost every V we have HmpAV q ą 0. We can apply
Frostman’s lemma to find µ P MpAV q and ν P MpBV q such that Impµq ă 8 and
Impνq ă 8
It is clear that sptpµq Ă AV , and sptpνq Ă BV , so in order to get a contradiction
we want to find points x P sptpµq and y P sptpνq such that V K ` x “ V K ` y, or
equivalently, PV x “ PV y.
Part (1) of Theorem 3.5 tells us that for a positive µ2n,m-measure set of planes
V , sptpPV µq X sptpPV νq Ă PV sptpµq X PV sptpνq ‰ ∅ so we can find x P sptpµq and
y P sptpνq such that PV x “ PV y P pPV sptpµq X PV sptpνqq as desired. This gives a
contradiction, so we must have dimB ď m. 
5. Applications to the Heisenberg group
We aim to apply the previously discussed results to the geometry of the Heisen-
berg groups. These groups are very widely studied and there are many references,
expository and otherwise, to geometry and analysis in these groups (see for instance
[4]). Here we will cover the basics of the Heisenberg group together with those prop-
erties that will be relevant to the contents of this paper. The nth Heisenberg group,
denoted Hn, is a nilpotent Lie group whose background manifold is CnˆR and whose
Lie algebra has a step 2 stratification hn “ V1 ‘ V2 where V1 has dimension 2n, V2
has dimension 1 and satisfies rV1, V1s “ V2 with all other brackets being trivial. The
most common way to represent Hn is as the set Cn ˆR or R2n ˆR. We use this last
two presentations interchangeably by identifying Cn with R2n in the usual way (i.e.
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z “ x` iy). The group law on Hn is then given by
pz, tq ˚ pw, sq “ pz ` w, t` s´
1
2
ωpz, wqq.
With this representation, it is easy to see that Hn is an R-bundle over Cn with bundle
map π : Hn Ñ Cn given by πpz, tq “ z. The left invariant vector fields are given by
Xi “
B
Bxi
´
xi`n
2
B
Bt
, Xi`n “
B
Bxi`n
`
xi
2
B
Bt
, for i “ 1, . . . , n, and T “
B
Bt
.
The first 2n vector fields form a basis for a bracket-generating sub-bundle of hn.
This allows us to use these vectors to create a well-defined distance inHn. We say a C1
curve γ : I Ñ Hn is horizontal, or admissible, if γ1pτq P SpantX1, . . . , X2nu, @τ P I.
That is to say, if γ is horizontal then γ1pτq “
ř2n
j“1 ajpτqXj , hence we can define the
length of γ as |γ|2 “
ş
I
”ř2n
j“1 a
2
j pτq
ı1{2
dτ The associated path distance, known as
Carnot-Carathe´odory distance, is given by
dccpp, qq “ inft|γ| : γ P C
1pr0, 1s,Hnq is horizontal, with γp0q “ p and γp1q “ qu.
This makes Hn a sub-Riemannian manifold whose metric (Hausdorff) dimension is
different from its topological dimension. In fact, Hn is Ahlfors 2n ` 2-regular. The
Heisenberg group also admits a gauge norm, known as the Kora´nyi norm, which
induces a metric that is bi-Lipschitz equivalent to dcc. Given that Hausdorff dimension
is invariant under bi-Lipschitz maps, and due to the explicit formula for the Kora´nyi
norm, the Kora´nyi metric is often used in combination with the Carnot-Caratheodory
distance when exploring questions related to dimension of sets. The norm is given by
||pz, tq||4
H
“ |z|4 ` t2,
and the metric, by
dHpp, qq “ ||q
´1p||H,
where q´1 is the group inverse of q (which happens to be ´q).
One of the most important properties of Hn is that it admits a homogeneous
structure given by the homogeneous dilations
δrpz, tq “ prz, r
2tq, r ą 0.
The map δr is an automorphism of the group that dilates distances by a factor of
r. These dilations, combined with the group structure, make Hn into a “almost
vector space” of sorts. In fact, the Heisenberg group is the simplest example of a
much larger class of groups, known as Carnot groups, which share this property.
With this homogeneous structure it makes sense to to talk about “vector subspaces”,
subgroups of H that are closed under homogeneous dilations. These are known as
homogeneous subgroups and in Hn they come in 2 types, those that intersect the t axis
trivially and those that contain the whole t´ axis. The former subgroups are called
horizontal subgroups, while the latter are referred to as vertical subgroups. Suppose
that V Ă Hn is a horizontal subrgoup. Then for pz, 0q, pw, 0q P Hn their product
pz, 0q ˚ pw, 0q “ pz ` w, 2ωpz, wqq must also be in V, so that ωpz, wq “ 0. That is to
say, V Ă Cn ˆ R must be contained in an isotropic subspace of Cn “ R2n. Indeed,
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there is a one to one correspondence between isotropic subspaces of R2n and horizontal
subgroups of Hn. Moreover, if we denote by VK the Euclidean orthogonal complement
of V, one can easily check that VK is a vertical subgroup of Hn. Furthermore, for
each V P Ghp2n,mq, if we denote by V the corresponding horizontal subgroup, H
n
admits a semi-direct splitting Hn “ VK ¸V. This semi-direct splitting gives raise to
well-defined projection maps PV : H
n Ñ V and PVK : H
n Ñ VK defined by “reading
off” the respective component of a point p P Hn. Horizontal projections are simply
Euclidean orthogonal projections onto the corresponding isotropic subspace, whereas
vertical projections are given by the implicit formula PVKppq “ p ˚ PVppq
´1.
The relation between horizontal subgroups and isotropic subspaces of Hn allows to
obtain strong results about Heisenberg dimension distortion by horizontal projections.
A result along this lines was first observed by R. Hovila in [7] where he proved the
following.
Theorem 5.1. Let A Ă Hn be a Borel set of dimension s with 0 ă HspAq ă 8.
Then,
(1) If 2 ď s ď m` 2, dimPVA ě s´ 2 for µ2n,m-a.e. V P Ghp2n,mq.
(2) If s ą m` 2, HmpPVAq ą 0 for µ2n,m-a.e. V P Ghp2n,mq.
This theorem is simply a consequence of Theorem 1.4 combined with the fact that
the bundle map π : Hn Ñ Cn does not increase Hausdorff dimension of sets, and it
decreases it by at most 2 (this is sharp). This last fact was proven by Z.Balogh, E.
Durand-Cartagena, K. Fa¨ssler, P. Mattila, and J.T. Tyson in [1]. We can readily see
how this, together with part (3) of Theorem 1.4, implies the following,
Corollary 5.2.
If s ą 2m` 2, IntpPVAq ‰ ∅ for µ2n,m-a.e. V P Ghp2n,mq.
Vertical projections, on the other hand, are not Euclidean projections. In fact, the
best regularity of the map PV is
1
2
-Holder. Therefore, analyzing dimension distortion
by these maps is a much more complicated task that does not come as a corollary
of any known projection theorems in Euclidean space. In [2], the authors obtained
dimension distortion estimates for these vertical projections and conjectured what
seems like feasible sharp bounds for said distortion. Later in [5] K. Fa¨ssler and R.
Hovila improved the estimates, putting them closer to the conjectured sharp bounds.
Here, with the results we have obtained for Ghp2n,mq we can give a related projec-
tion result that will be applicable to estimates of exceptional sets for vertical slices in
the Heisenberg group. The result is analogous to Theorem 1.2 and reads as follows,
Theorem 5.3. Let A,B P Hn be Borel sets, and let V denote the horizontal subgroup
corresponding to the isotropic plane V P Ghp2n,mq.
(1) If dimA, dimB ą m` 2 then,
µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : H
mpPVAX PVBq ą 0q ą 0.
(2) If dimA, dimB ą 2m` 2 then,
µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : IntpPVAX PVBq ‰ ∅q ą 0.
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(3) If dimA ě m` 2, dimB ď 2m` 2 but dimA` dimB ą 2m` 4, then
µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : dimH PVA X dimH PVB ą dimHB ´ 2´ ǫq ą 0.
Proof. We simply apply our results on intersection of isotropic projections to the sets
πpAq, πpBq Ă R2n ˆ t0u Ă Hn. 
We can also use the projection theorem to obtain our claimed results for exceptional
sets for the slicing theorem in Hn. Given a horizontal subgroup V, its Euclidean
orthogonal complement VK is a vertical subgroup. Vertical subgroups are normal
subgroups of Hn so it’s right cosets VKp :“ V
K ˚ p form a partition of Hn. Just as in
the Euclidean case, given a measure µ P MpHnq one can define the sliced measure
µVKp for each V and p P V. A detailed construction of these sliced measures can
be found in [2]. Here we will simply state the properties that will be relevant to
us. Firstly, as expected from “sliced” measures, sptpµVKp q Ă sptpµq X V
K
p . We can,
however, say a lot more than that. In fact, for any Borel set Ω P V we have
(5.11)
ż
Ω
µVKp pH
nqdHmppq ď µpP´1
V
Ωq,
with equality whenever PV#µ ! H
m. In particular, in this case if Ω “ V we get
(5.12)
ż
V
µVKp pH
nqdHmppq “ µpHnq.
Whenever PV#µ ! H
m, in parallel with equation (5.11) we have,
µpP´1
V
Ωq “ PV#µpΩq “
ż
Ω
PV#µppqdH
mppq.
Hence we also have
(5.13) PV#µppq “ µVKp pH
nq.
With these properties, the proof of Theorem 1.9 follows the same technique as the
proof of Theorem 1.5, but this time we appeal to Theorem 1.8.
Proof of Theorem 1.9. The universal dimension upper bound can be easily obtained
from Eilenberg’s inequality. We only need to show that for every point outside of a
suitable set B the lower bound holds for a positive measure set of isotropic planes.
Let B “ tu P Hn : µ2n,mpV P Ghp2n,mq : dimrAXV
K
u s ě s´mq “ 0u, in other words
for every u P B dimrAX pVKp ˚ uqs ă s´m, for µ2n,m´ a.e. V P Ghp2n,mq. To get a
contradiction, assume dimB ą m` 2. Define the following sets,
AV :“ tp P H
n : dimrAX pVKp qs ě s´mu
BV :“ tq P H
n : dimrAX pVKq qs ă s ´mu.
By Theorem 1.8 we know that for µ2n,m- almost every V , the set CV of v P V such
that dimrA X pVK ˚ uqs ě s ´m has dimension m, therefore the set P´1
V
pCV q Ă AV
has dimension at least m` 2, so that dimpAVq ě m` 2. By our assumption we also
know that µ2n,m- almost every V, B Ă BV so that dimBV ą m` 2.
We can apply Frostman’s lemma to pick ν PMpBV q such that Impµq ă 8. More-
over we know that HmpCVq ą 0, hence we must have H
m`2pAVq ą 0 so we can also
apply Frostman’s lemma to find µ PMpAV q with finite m` 2 energy.
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It is clear that sptpµq Ă AV and sptpνq Ă BV, so in order to get a contradiction
we want to find points p P sptpµq and q P sptpνq such that VKp “ V
K
q , or equivalently,
PVp “ PVq.
Here, we use the fact that the horizontal projection PV can be written as the
composition PV ˝ π, where π : H
n Ñ Cn is the bundle map. As mentioned before, π
decreases dimensions by at most 2, therefore dim πpsptpµqq ě m and dim πpsptpνqq ą
m. We can now apply part (1) of Theorem 3.5 to the measures π#µ and π#ν to
get that for µ2n,m´a.e. V, sptpPVµq X sptpPVνq Ă PVsptpµq X PVsptpνq ‰ ∅ so we
can find p P sptpµq and q P sptpνq such that PVp “ PVq P pPVsptpµq X PVsptpνqq as
desired. This gives a contradiction, so we must have dimB ď m` 2.

6. Appendix
6.1. Proof of Theorem 3.2. We begin the appendix by providing an alternative
proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof follows the same techniques used by P. Mattila in
the proof of Theorem 1.1. First we need to establish some lemmas that are known
but will be useful in the proof of the theorem so we state them with proof.
Lemma 6.1. If µ PMpR2nq, then pµV puq “ pµpuq, @ u P V P Ghp2n,mq.
Proof. pµV puq “ şV e´2piiu¨xdµV pxq “ şR2n e´2piiu¨PV pzqdµpzq “ şR2n e´2piiu¨zdµpzq “pµpuq. 
Lemma 6.2. If we denote, as before, ηnm “ dimGhp2n,mq, then η
n´1
m´1 “ η
n
m`m´2n.
This lemma is a trivial computation using the formula ηnm “ 2nm´
mp3m´1q
2
Note that if we fix x P R2nzt0u then the set tV P Ghp2n,mq : x P V u is isomorphic
to Ghp2pn´ 1q, m´ 1q. Indeed, if x P V then V must contain the line through x but
cannot contain its isotropic complement. Therefore, for the next coordinates of V
we must choose an pm ´ 1q-isotropic subspace of the remaining 2n ´ 2 coordinates.
This also implies that for any 0 ă δ ď |x|, the set tV P Ghp2n,mq : dpx, V q ď δu can
be covered with roughly pδ{|x|qqη
n´1
m´1 balls of radius δ{|x|. Now, if ν PMpGhp2n,mqq
is a τ -Frostman measure we get,
(6.14) νptV P Ghp2n,mq : Dpx, V q ď δuq ď C pδ{|x|q
τ´ηn´1m´1 .
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Proof. For t ą 0, let Et “ tV P Ghp2n,mq : dimSpνq ă tu. Suppose, to arrive at a
contradiction, that the claim fails for some t. Then we can choose τ ą 0 such that
ηnm ` t ´ s ă τ ă dimEt. By Frostman’s lemma, there is a µ P MpEtq such that
µpBpV, rqq ď rτ , @ V P Et, and r ą 0. We aim to show that
ş
Ghp2n,mq
ItpνV qdµpV q “ş
Ghp2n,mq
ş
V
|pµV puq|2p1` |u|qt´mdHmpuqdµpV q ă 8, which would contradict the defi-
nition of Et. We proceed as follows, first we choose an auxiliary function ϕ P SpR
2nq,
such that ϕtsptpµq“ 1, pµ “ xϕµ “ pϕ ˚ pµ, and |pµ|2 ď C|pϕ| ˚ |pµ|2. Then compute,
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ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
|pνV puq|2p1` |u|qt´mdHmpuqdµpV q
“
ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
|pνpuq|2p1` |u|qt´mdHmpuqdµpV q
À
ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
“
|pϕpu´ xq||pνpxq|2dx‰ p1` |u|qt´mdHmpuqdµpV q
“
ż
R2n
|pνpxq|2 „ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
|pϕpu´ xq|p1 ` |u|qt´mdHmpuqdµpV q dx
À
ż
R2n
|pνpxq|2 „ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
|1` pu´ xq|´N p1` |u|qt´mdHmpuqdµpV q

dx.
This last inequality follows from the fact that ϕ P SpR2nq, so N can be chosen
arbitrarily large. Now, to finish the proof we just need to show the inner integral
satisfiesż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
|1` pu´ xq|´Np1` |u|qt´mdHmpuqdµpV q ď C|x|t`η
n
m´2n´τ .
Indeed, if the inner integral satisfies the aforementioned bound, the full integral
would be controlled by It`ηnm´τ´2npνq which we know to be finite by the assumption
t ` ηnm ´ τ ´ 2n ă s ´ 2n.
We check,ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
V
|1` pu´ xq|´Np1` |u|qt´mdHmpuqdµpV q
“
ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
u:|u´x|ď1{2
p1` |u´ x|´N qp1` |u|qt´mdHmpuqdµpV q
`
8ÿ
j“0
ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
u:2j´1ă|u´x|ď2j
p1` |u´ x|q´N p1` |u|qt´mdHmpuqdµpV q
À p1` |x|qt´m
ż
V :dpV,xqď1{2
ż
V
p1` |u´ x|q´NdHmpuqdµpV q
`
8ÿ
j“0
|x|ą2j`1
ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
u:2j´1ă|u´x|ď2j
p1` |u´ x|q´Np1` |u|qt´mdHmpuqdµpV q
`
8ÿ
j“0
|x|ď2j`1
ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
u:2j´1ă|u´x|ď2j
p1` |u´ x|q´Np1` |u|qt´mdHmpuqdµpV q
À p1` |x|qt´m`η
n´1
m´1´tau ` p1` |x|qt´m
8ÿ
j“0
2j2´NjνptV : dpV, xq ď 2juq
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`
ÿ
j“0
|x|ď2j`1
2´Nj
ż
|u|ď2j`1
p1` |u|qt´mdHmpuq
À p1` |x|qt`η
n
m´τ´2n ` p1` |x|qt`η
n
m´τ´2n
8ÿ
j“0
2jp1´N`τ´η
n´1
m´1q `
ÿ
j“0
|x|ď2j`1
2jpt´Nq
À p1` |x|qt`η
n
m´τ´2n `
ÿ
j“0
|x|ď2j`1
2jpt´Nq.
In the second to last line, the first and second terms are obtained by choosing N
as large as needed to make the inner integral finite, applying equation (6.14) to the
remaining integral and using lemma (6.2) to get the correct exponent.
Note that the very last term is the simple function
ř
1Bp0,2j`1qpxq2
jpt´Nq, so by
choosing N large enough, integrating against the bounded function |pµ|2 gives a finite
value. We therefore obtain, from the full integral, that ItpνV q À It`η´τ´2n ` 1 ă 8.
which completes the proof. 
As mentioned before, this proof also applies to Theorem 3.1 by appealing to Frost-
man’s lemma to choose an appropriate measure on the set A being projected.
6.2. Proof of Lemma 3.3. We now continue the appendix with the proof of the
isotropic disintegration formula stated in Lemma 3.3.
Proof. Using spherical coordinates on V we can compute the integral on the left as
follows, ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż 8
0
ż
VXS2n´1
r2n´mfprvqdσm´1pvqrm´1drdµ2n,mpV q
“
ż 8
0
r2n´1
ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
VXS2n´1
fprvqdσm´1pvqdµ2n,mpV qdr.
Now we take a closer look at the inner double-integral. We know that Upnq acts
transitively on S2n´1, therefore, up to multiplication by a constant, there is a unique
Upnq-invariant measure on S2n´1. Since σ2n´1 is Opnq invariant, it is in particular
Upnq invariant. Hence any Upnq-invariant measure on S2n´1 must be a constant
multiple of the surface measure σ2n´1. Now, for a function ϕ on S2n´1, one can
check that the measure on S2n´1 given by,
ş
Ghp2n,mq
ş
VXS2n´1
ϕpvqdσm´1pvqdµ2n,mpV q,
is Upnq-invariant. So as noted before, there exist a constant c “ cpn,mq such thatż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
VXS2n´1
ϕpvqdσm´1pvqdµ2n,mpV q “ c
ż
S2n´1
ϕpvqdσ2n´1pvq.
Going back to our overall integral, we now have,
I “
ż 8
0
r2n´1
ż
Ghp2n,mq
ż
VXS2n´1
fprvqdσm´1pvqdµ2n,mpV qdr
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“ c
ż 8
0
r2n´1
ż
S2n´1
fprvqdσ2n´1pvqdr “ c
ż
R2n
fpxqdx.

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